


Directors’ Notes
The musical Grease is very well known, 

thanks to the movie adaptation of the 
same name, starring John Travolta and Olivia 
Newton-John. As a huge fan of the film, I am 
very excited to present this fabulous musical 
which has captivated people for many years.

    Although the schedule was very tight this year, 
with the show being longer than last year’s and 
the performances being a week earlier than 
usual, with the hard work of each and every 
person involved in the show, we were able to 
create a wonderful production. It has been a 
great privilege for me to have been able to take 
my part in the show as the student director with 
such a talented group of people.

   And lastly, on behalf of all the people involved in 
the show, I would like to thank each and every 
one of you in the audience for coming today and 
sharing this wonderful experience with us. We 
hope you have a great time.

   Now, please sit back, and enjoy the show. 

 Ryotaro Kabai (SIS Grade 11)  
Student Director

Recreating the well known and well loved 
production of Grease for our school stage has 

been an exciting and challenging experience 
for us all. All the talents of our super creative 
students have been put on display to make 
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this show fantastic.   We have a really big cast 
and a variety of grades as well which helped 
create a (loud!) buzz during rehearsals. The 
cooperation between the students has been 
a joy to see.  They have supported each other 
and really made this an enjoyable experience 
for themselves. We started this show way back 
in mid October and the students’ ability to keep 
up their enthusiasm and energy over the past 
months in the rehearsals was fabulous.

     This is not a one person job and I have been 
very lucky 
to have been 
surrounded by 
supportive and 
ha rdwork ing 
people who 
have worked 
tirelessly to 
get this show on the stage.  The producers, 
art department, music department, costume 
designers, elementary support and parents 
have been amazing in both their talents and 
their organization in this wholly collaborative 
event. Thank you also to my student 
director Ryotaro Kabai, who has worked so 
enthusiastically both in front of the stage and 
in the pit.

    I think, for me, the most satisfying thing 
about being involved with ASP is seeing the 
progression from start to finish. To see the 
growth in confidence of the students, many 
of whom have never been in this kind of show 
before, and to see them shine on stage.  I know 
the kids are really proud of this show, as am I, 
and they are really excited to show you what 
they can do.  I very much hope you enjoy the 
show, it has been a lot of fun. 
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Synopsis
Summer is over and it’s the first day of their 

senior year for the Rydell High class of 
1959. The Pink Ladies and The T. Birds are 
not happy to be back at school but are eager to 
catch up with each other’s news and summer 
adventures. 

 Danny Zuko and Sandy Dumbrowski had a 
summer romance and didn’t expect to see 
each other again but a change of plan means 
that Sandy has joined Rydell High and the two 
are reunited. However, being back in school 
and having to be cool in front of friends makes 
their relationship a lot more complicated. How 
can Danny date the sweet and innocent Sandy 
but still be the cool dude of his gang?

 Sandy, meanwhile, is finding it difficult to 
settle in to her new school and to be accepted 
by the Pink Ladies. She tries cheerleading with 
Patty Simcox but that doesn’t go well either.

 Kenickie is the proud new owner of a car which 
he names Greased Lightning, it may be a “hunk 
of junk” but the T.Birds have big plans for it.

 A highlight of the year is the school dance and 
as Act One closes the friends are all occupied 
with trying to find a date for the big night.

ACT ONE

Musical Numbers 

Grease  
The Grease Singers

Rydell Alma Mater  
Miss Lynch, Patty,  
Eugene, Company

Rydell Alma Mater Parody  
Company

Summer Nights  
Sandy, Danny & Company

Those Magic Changes 
Sonny, Doody & Company

Freddy My Love 
Marty & Pink Ladies

Greased Lightnin’  
Kenickie & T. Birds

Rydell Fight Song 
Sandy & Patty

 Mooning 
Roger & Jan

Look at Me I’m Sandra Dee 
Rizzo 

We Go Together 
Pink Ladies, T. Birds, 

Company



 
Act Two opens on the night of the school dance. 
Only Sandy is not there - she is home alone and 
missing Danny. Everyone else is at the dance, 
hosted by famous radio DJ, Vince Fontaine. A 
dance contest begins and is won by Danny and 
Cha-Cha, the best dancer at St Bernadette’s - a 
rival school. 

 Frenchy quit Rydell to join a beauty school, 
but that’s not going too well either. She has a 
big decision to make about her future and gets 
some good advice from Teen Angel.

 Sandy and Danny go on a date together 
but their ideas about going steady are quite 
different and lead to a big fight. Sandy storms 
off  leaving Danny alone at the drive-in. Will 
they ever work it out?

 There’s a party at Jan’s house but Rizzo 
continues to be mean to Sandy and make her 
feel like an outsider. Sandy realises that if she 
wants to be a part of the group she has to make 
some big changes to herself and calls Frenchy 
for help.

 The girls show the new, hot Sandy to a 
very surprised Danny. He approves of her 
transformation, they get back together and 
Sandy is finally a part of the gang. The T. Birds 
and Pink Ladies are all together again and 
celebrate being young and in love.

ACT TWO
It’s Raining on Prom 
Night 
Sandy & 
Radio Voice

Shakin’ at the High 
School Hop 
Company

Born to Hand Jive  
Johnny Casino & Company

Beauty School Dropout   
Teen Angel & Choir

Sandy  
Danny

Rock ‘N’ Roll Party 
Queen 
Doody, Sonny & Roger

Look at Me I’m Sandra 
Dee (Reprise)  
Sandy

You’re The One That I 
Want   
Sandy, Danny & Company

We Go Together 
(Reprise) 
Company



    The Cast
                   All Performances

Danny Zuko Yuto Baba OIS 10
Sandy Dumbrowski Niki Heimer OIS 9

Betty Rizzo Yuki Sutton OIS 10
Kenickie Allen Morimoto SIS 11

Roger Justin Loew SIS 12
Patty Simcox Manaka Oyama OIS 11 

Teen Angel/Johnny Casino Kai Akashi SIS 12
Vince Fontaine Kosuke Yonenaga SIS 11 

Eugene Florczyk Keigo Mikawa SIS 11
Radio Voice Karin Suenaga SIS 11*

 

Double Cast Thursday Feb 4th
Saturday  Feb 6th (18:00)

Friday Feb 5th
Saturday  Feb 6th (14:00)

Sonny La Tierri Takuma Nakahara SIS 12 Sakyo Hara SIS 11
Doody Kentaro Kubo SIS 11 Tyus Sheriff OIS 8

Jan Kyla Barke SIS 8 Malka Bobrove OIS 7
Frenchy Momone Ozawa SIS 12 Ray Shindo SIS 9

Marty Minami Izumikawa SIS 12 Sonia Ito SIS 11
Ms Lynch Airi Wakasa OIS 11 Shuri Kozu SIS 9

Cha-Cha Digregorio Mio Fujikawa SIS 12* Kurumi Fujimoto SIS 12*



*indicates “Grease” singers

Elementary Chorus
 
Aimi Iwamoto OIS 3
Yoshiya Matsushima OIS 3
Karina Oyama OIS 3
Emily Sirikit Kurehara OIS 3
Sofia Watanabe OIS 3
Nico Ishiuchi-Ray OIS 4
Mira Nawa OIS 4
Kenta Nobe OIS 4
Mia Sawamoto OIS 4
Lyon Tay OIS 4
Noah Tsubaki OIS 4
Irene Wang OIS 4
Mary Yang OIS 4
Ethan Jones OIS 4
Kevin Jung OIS 4
Oliver Kralovec OIS 4
Fred Mecklem OIS 4
Chiharu Nagasaka OIS 4
Genny Hwang OIS 5
Rena Kawasaki OIS 5
Lucy Kwak OIS 5
Tomoka Matsushima OIS 5
Ayana Nakamae OIS 5
Kent Narita OIS 5
Mio Tsujimoto OIS 5
Patricio Marce OIS 5

High School Chorus 
 
Haruka Adachi SIS 10
Mana Komiyama SIS 10
Mizuki Ito SIS 10
Natsumi Kato SIS 10
Kana Takashima SIS 10
Emi Hashizaki SIS 11
Natsumi Yada SIS 11
Kyoko Kanagawa SIS 12
Miyu Takeda SIS 12
Miki Nakahara SIS 12*
Risa Asaki SIS 12*
Kana Kim SIS 12*

Middle School Chorus
 
Erin Jung OIS 6
Asuka Hong OIS 6
Janet Jones OIS 6
Dohee Kwon OIS 6
Hyon Joo Chang OIS 7
Natsuki Hiura OIS 7
Ouka Maeda OIS 7
Sophia Smith SIS 7
Manaka Okumura SIS 8
Caitlin Gazzard SIS 8
Inaho Morikawa SIS 8
Chisato Suga SIS 9
Yuka Nakayama SIS 9



Orchestra
Conductor                 Mr Mark Elshout 

Keyboard                   Mr Daniel Ligon 
   Nils Hebach OIS 10

Saxophone  Noah Izumi OIS 8 
   Shota Sasaki SIS 12

Guitar  Honoka Tano SIS 9 
   Kai Kagitani SIS 12

Bass   Ryotaro Kabai SIS 11

Drums                        Naoki Yomogida SIS 11  
Props 

This was a very unusual year for props and set. 
Re-creating the 1950s was a wonderful challenge 
for our group and we all enjoyed making authentic 
looking 1950s burger shops, dances, and school 
hallways. Almost everything you see up on 
the stage was made by a team of students and 
teachers.

 Something you might be interested in is 
the fact that most of the objects, despite how real 



Ms Jennifer Henbest
Mr Andrew Dieterly
Ms Esperanza Garces
Mariri Niino SIS 12
Nozomi Yamazaki SIS 12
Sayu Fujii SIS 12
Ayaka Masaki SIS 12
Chie Sakano OIS 11
Hannah Kanada OIS 11

Mizuki Ito SIS 10
Runa Aota SIS 10
Curtis Noguchi OIS 7
Bo Min Kim OIS 7
Ji Yun Kim OIS 7
Owen Kralovec OIS 7
Oliver Kralovec OIS 4
Ocean Kralovec OIS 2

they look, are made entirely of 
foam, plaster, and paint. Even 
up close they look real and the 
stories behind them have some 
authenticity. We didn’t just make 
a burger shop, but imagined the 
entire space, the owner of the 
burger shop, his story for the 
1950s, and how he would like it 
decorated.

 Big Al’s All-American 
Burger Shop had to be covered 
with red white and blue, except 
for his adored wooden jukebox 
in the corner.

 Perhaps the most significant prop of all would be Greased Lightning 
itself. This is a 1958 Mercury replica made of foam, plaster, and plastic, 
right down to the whitewall tires, headlights, dashboard and upholstered 
seats. Every detail was included. Although much of this cannot be seen 
from the audience, it will be a prop that we can experience throughout the 
year in front of the theater. Have a seat in it and get your photo taken. 

 If you get a chance to come up on stage, take a closer look at some of 
these objects. Photos will be available on the website afterwards, and some 
items will be placed in front of the theater throughout the year.

Mr Emerson David Myers  
Set & Properties Designer

Mr Myers would like to thank the following for their assistance:



Biographies
Mia Lewis  
OIS 10 (Stage Manager)
Mia is probably the 
most experienced ASP 
member  of the whole 
cast. She dedicates her 
life to it, taking on the 
role of Stage Manager. 
Her very first ASP was in 
grade four, and she has 
continued ever since. “I 
have sacrificed my social 
life for ASP and it is totally 
worth it. Also, I’d like to 
shout out to Leina Barke 
for dedicating her uni 
summer holiday to ASP.”

Yuto Baba  
OIS 10 (Danny)
Yuto wanted to join ASP 
before the IB starts and 
thought that this would be 
a meaningful experience 
for him. “I am playing the 
main character this year, 
which makes me feel 
excited and nervous at 
the same time, but I hope 
that I will be able to put 
out my best, and make 
this the best show.”

Niki Heimer  
OIS 9 (Sandy)
Niki loves to sing and 
act. She wanted to take 
on the challenge of the 
lead role and fortunately, 
we have the best Sandy 
Dumbrowski ever. “I was 
very shocked when I 
heard I was Sandy, but 

after a few rehearsals, I 
was comfortable with the 
part. I am very lucky to be 
surrounded by a great, 
loving cast and amazing 
directors!” 

Yuki Sutton  
OIS 10 (Rizzo)
Yuki had a great time 
performing in last year’s 
ASP. Her love for ASP is 
so much that she just had 
to come back!  We should 
all know by now that she 
is the ultimate Broadway 
enthusiast, and her whole 
life revolves around 
musicals. “Rizzo is mean 
but she has a heart. It’s 
cool to be the antagonist 
because I get to be mean 
with an excuse.” 

Momone Ozawa  
SIS 12 (Frenchy)
Momone has been in 
many of the previous 
ASPs, but sadly, this is 
her last one. She loves 
music, acting and musical 
theatre. She is excited to 
have the role of Frenchy. 
“I’m incredibly excited to 
play the dreamer (and the 
little dumb) member of the 
Pink Ladies for my last 
ASP!”

Ray Shindo  
SIS 9 (Frenchy)
Ray has been contributing 
to the ASP since she was 
in elementary school! She 
has been on stage as a 

cast member five times, 
and has contributed in 
creating the subtitles 
for three of the previous 
musicals. Ray is a natural, 
and she’s got all the 
talent she needs. “I am 
really excited this year 
to actually participate in 
the production as a cast 
member. Please enjoy the 
show!”

Minami Izumikawa  
SIS 12 (Marty)
Minami is a musical star of 
the school. She has been 
in the pit as a violinist, 
and has stood on stage 
a number of times in 
previous musicals. She 
enjoys singing and acting. 
She believes that ASP is 
a place where everyone 
including herself can meet 
many talented people. “I 
think that ASP will be my 
last event at SOIS before 
graduating, so I want to 
do my best as Marty!”

Sonia Ito  
SIS 11 (Marty)
Sonia loves to sing and 
act, but most of all, she 
loves the show Grease. 
“Marty is a sophisticated 
character, which is the 
opposite of me so it was 
difficult to act it out. I 
hope we create a fun 
and awesome musical all 
together!”



Kyla Barke  
SIS 8 (Jan)
Kyla had a lot of fun 
participating last year, and 
she loves acting better 
than sports. Her older 
sister, Leina, was also one 
of the lead actors in many 
of the previous shows, 
so Kyla was inspired 
by her as well. “I will try 
my best to be a good 
Jan! I hope you enjoy!” 

Malka Bobrove  
OIS 7 (Jan)
Malka loves musicals, 
dancing and singing. She 
was inspired by her sister, 
Ayla, to join ASP, because 
it is a source of new 
friends. ASP is something 
she looks forward to every 
year, and this year, she 
is happy to get a role so 
big. “I hope you enjoy the 
show! Please have fun!” 

Kentaro Kubo  
SIS 11 (Doody)
Kentaro experienced a 
great time in the previous 
ASP. He also wants 
to improve his public 
speaking skills, and get 
used to performing in 
front of a large audience. 
“I will make this ASP 
the best ASP ever!” 

Tyus Sheriff  
OIS 8 (Doody) 
Tyus had so much fun 
in the previous ASP that 
he decided to join this 
year’s too. His character 
is young, a bit shy, and 

easy- going, so he will try 
his best to be in character, 
and most of all, have fun!

Allen Morimoto  
SIS 11 (Kenickie)
Allen Morimoto in SIS 11th 
grade has contributed 
to three ASP shows in 
the past. Allen’s seniors 
invited him to join ASP, 
and he does not regret a 
single thing. He is here to 
heat up the show! “Grease 
is the best!” 

Takuma Nakahara  
SIS 12 (Sonny)
Takuma participated in 
last year’s ASP, and had 
a great experience. He 
also had an interest in 
musicals and acting, 
which lead him to perform 
in this year’s ASP. “I hope 
to make everyone happy 
after watching the show. 
Let’s make this the best 
ASP!”

Sakyo Hara  
SIS 11 (Sonny)
Sakyo loves to sing and 
act. He also loves the 
satisfaction he feels after 

the final show. Because 
he has another role 
as chorus, he has to 
remember double the 
lines, which is a challenge 
for him. “I will try more 
than my best to make this 
year’s ASP amazing!” 
Justin Loew  
SIS 12 (Roger)
Justin simply finds ASP 
entertaining. It also is a 
source of making new 
friends, and it provides 
a chance to talk to new 
people. “I will make Roger 
a character you’ve never 
seen before; funny yet 
handsome.” 

Kosuke Yonenaga 
SIS 11 (Vince 
Fontaine)
This is Kosuke’s first 
ASP, and surprisingly, 
he joined this because 
he was asked to do 
so by a friend. He has 
experienced acting in a 
Shakespeare play, and he 
wants to improve on what 
he did previously. “I wil try 
my best for the first year!”



Kurumi Fujimoto  
SIS 12 (Cha-Cha)
Kurumi, the school’s 
dancer, is here to sing 
and dance for us. She is 
excited to create a show 
with a large number of 
people. “Grease has 
been played by many 
other schools overseas, 
so many people know 
it. I will try my best to 
make the SOIS’s Grease 
enjoyable!”

Mio Fujikawa  
SIS 12 (Cha-Cha)
Mio was intrigued by 
last year’s ASP, so she 
decided to join for the first 
time. She has been doing 
ballet for a long time so 
she enjoys this role very 
much. “I’m so glad I 
decided to join the ASP!” 

Keigo Mikawa  
SIS 11 (Eugene)
Keigo has always wanted 
to be a part of the ASP, 
and this year, he finally 
pursued his dream. He 
also had an interest in 
the show Grease, so he is 
honored to be a part of it. 
“The practices are always 
fun and full of life. I hope 
that the performances go 
well!”

Kai Akashi  
SIS 12 (Teen Angel / 
Johnny Casino)
Kai, an SIS senior, will 
steal the spotlight! This 
is his third and final ASP 
performance, and he 

says that this will be the 
best one yet. “I hope that 
my last ASP will go well 
without any regrets, and I 
want to get the best out of 
myself!”

Manaka Oyama  
OIS 11 (Patty)
This is Manaka’s second 
ASP since elementary 

school. All grown up, she 
has received the part of 
an energetic cheerleader, 
which suits her personality 
in real life very well. “I’m 
really looking forward 
to the actual show! I am 
happy with the part that I 
received!” 

Airi Wakasa  
OIS 11 (Ms Lynch) 
Airi always admired the 
fun spirit that the cast 
had, so she decided to 
join this year’s ASP. She 
also wanted to meet new 
people, and make new 
friends from different 
grade levels. “I am looking 
forward to performing!”

Shuri Kozu  
SIS 9 (Ms Lynch)
Shuri has been working on 
the subtitles since seventh 
grade, and this year, she 
decided to participate as 
a cast member.  “There 
are tough times during the 
practice, but I will work 
together with everyone, 

and make the best show 
ever!”

Karin Suenaga  
SIS 11 (Radio Voice / 
Chorus)
Karin has been a part of 
many musicals outside 
of school, and this year, 
she has finally decided 
to contribute to the SOIS 
ASP. This was her first 
time participating in a 
musical where everything 
was in English, which 
was a challenge. “It’s 
so fulfilling to create 
something together. I will 
enjoy this until the very 
last minute!” 



Kana Kim  
SIS 12 (Chorus)
Kana had a lot of fun in 
a previous ASP, and she 
was interested in acting, 
so she wanted to perform 
again. She couldn’t 
participate last year, but 
despite her busy final 
year at SIS, she wanted 
to make the best of her 
final high school year, so 
she decided to join. “I 
hope that this year’s ASP 
will be the best out of all 
the musicals that we have 
done!”

Kyoko Kanagawa  
SIS 12 (Chorus)
This is Kyoko’s first and 
final ASP performance. 
She watched last year’s 
performance and felt the 
happiness in the cast as 
an audience member. 
She has heard from her 
friends who participated 
previously that everyone 
has fun no matter what 
role, so she decided to 
join to make memories 
before graduating. “I have 
never performed before 
an audience before, so I 
hope that ASP will change 
me. I want to make this 
performance the best, 
with no regrets!”

Miki Nakahara  
SIS 12 (Chorus)
Miki was astonished by 
previous ASPs. All the 
cast members, from the 
lead role to the chorus 
members were united as 
one, and Miki wished to be 

a part of that group, and 
this year she achieved 
that goal. “This is my last 
ASP, so I hope to have fun 
with all the cast members, 
and try my best to create 
a wonderful show!”

Miyu Takeda  
SIS 12 (Chorus)
Miyu had a fulfilling 
experience in last year’s 
ASP, so she joined again. 
She loves to make new 
friends, and to create 
a friendly atmosphere. 
“Let’s work hard to create 
the best memory before 
our graduation!” 

Risa Asaki  
SIS 12 (Chorus)
Risa participated in 
the ASP last year, and 
she loved it very much. 
She was worried at first 
because of the number of 
cast members this year, 
but it worked out well, she 
said. “Because there was 
a lot of cast members, it 
was difficult to organize at 
first, but we worked hard, 
so I think that this is the 
best performance yet!” 

Emi Hashizaki  
SIS 11 (Chorus)
This is Emi’s first and 
final performance. She 
has always admired 
the shows, and always 
wanted to be a part of it, 
so she decided to join. “I 
will try my best and have 
fun!”

Natsumi Yada  
SIS 11 (Chorus)
Natsumi has always 
loved being a part of the 
ASP. This is her fourth 
performance, and she 
can’t get enough of the 
friendly atmosphere that 
we have. “This year I 
really enjoy the songs and 
dances we do, so I hope 
everyone has a great time 
watching us too!” 

Haruka Adachi  
SIS 10  (Chorus)
Haruka loved participating 
in last year’s ASP, and 
made many new friends 
in different grades, both 
in OIS and SIS. It is also 
a wonderful experience to 
create something with a 
large number of people. 
“Like last year, I hope 
that we can entertain 
the audience, and I will 
try my best as a chorus 
member!”

Kana Takashima 
Chorus (SIS10)

Kana lives for dancing, 
and when she heard 
that she could dance in 
the ASP, she was down 
for the challenge. Kana 
has never acted before, 
and she wanted to try 
and identify a new side 
to herself as well. “I will 
practice hard, and try my 
best to have fun during 
the performances!”



Mana Komiyama 
Chorus (SIS 10)

Mana has watched many 
of the previous shows, 
and this year, she decided 
to join the ASP. She has 
always been so interested 
in performing, and she 
was always moved by 
it. “I want to make a 
performance that can 
impress the audience.” 

Mizuki Ito  
SIS 10 (Chorus)
Mizuki has worked back 
stage, and found it 
exciting. She originally 
loves musicals, and 
wanted to go on stage 
this year to share the 
excitement with the other 
cast members. “I am 
really looking forward to 
seeing how all will come 
together in the end!” 

Natsumi Kato  
SIS 10 (Chorus)
Natsumi watched last 
year’s ASP and it made 
her want to be a part of 

the group. There are hard 
times during the practice, 
but all the hard work 
will pay off at the final 
performance. “I will try my 
best to make this a good 
performance, but to also 
make the audience feel 
that they want to be on the 
stage with us!” 

Yuka Nakayama  
SIS 9 (Chorus)
Yuka, a shy girl from 
SIS 9th is going to try her 
best to perform in front of 
a large crowd. “I thought 
it would become a good 
experience to join ASP. I 
also wanted to get used 
to being in front of many 
people!” 
Chisato Suga  
SIS 9 (Chorus)
Chisato has contributed 
towards the ASP as a 
part of the sound crew 
in previous years. This 
year, she decided to join 
the cast. “Every year, I 
have been watching the 
show from back stage, 
and I always thought that 
I wanted to be on the 
stage. I will work hard to 
make this show the best 
show ever!”

Caitlin Gazzard  
SIS 8 (Chorus)
Caitlin worked on Set 
& Props last year, and 
wanted to join the cast 
this year for a more 
challenging experience. 
She hopes that this year’s 

ASP will be a successful 
one! 
Inaho Morioka  
SIS 8 (Chorus)
This is Inaho’s second 
time contributing to the 
ASP. She had so much 
fun last year, that she 
couldn’t wait until this 
year’s production. Just 
like last year, she loves 
this production and hopes 
that she will join it again. “I 
hope that the show will be 
a success!”  

Mana Okumura  
OIS 8 (Chorus)
Mana, like many others 
in the production, was 
intrigued by the previous 
performances of the ASP. 
She hopes that she will 
make lots of friends, and 
work hard to make this a 
great experience. “I hope 
it will be a success!”

Natsuki Hiura  
OIS 7 (Chorus)
This is Natsuki’s first 
time contributing to the 
ASP. She wants to have 
lots of fun, and to make 
new friends in SOIS from 
different grade levels. “I 
hope that the audience will 
enjoy our performance!” 
Hyon Joo Chang   
OIS 7 (Chorus)
Hyon Joo is a big 
contributor to the ASP 
as this is her third time 
performing. She has 
made many memories 



while practicing. “I hope 
you enjoy, and we will try 
our best!”

Ouka Maeda  
OIS 7 (Chorus)
Grease is Ouka’s fourth 
ASP contribution. She 
was interested in the 
musical, Grease, and 
above all, she wants 
to make unforgettable 
memories. “I want this to 
be a good experience for 
me, and I want everyone 
to enjoy our show!” 

Asuka Hong  
OIS 6 (Chorus)
This is Asuka’s second 
time joining ASP. Asuka 
joined because she loves 

to perform and feels that 
ASP is a way to make new 
friends. “I’m really excited 
for this year’s ASP!”

Dohee Kwon  
OIS 6 (Chorus)
This is Dohee’s second 
ASP. She decided to join 
because she loves to 
sing. She also hopes to 
make many new friends 
throughout the school. “I 
would like to try my best. 
I love ASP!”

Erin Jung  
OIS 6 (Chorus)
Erin loves music, and 
this is her second year 
in the ASP. Although the 
practices are sometimes 

hard, she enjoys it 
because she can make 
many new friends and feel 
satisfied after every show. 
“I will try my best to make 
this the best ASP!”

Janet Jones  
OIS 6 (Chorus)
Janet has been 
contributing to the ASP 
since elementary, and this 
is her fourth contribution. 
She joined because she 
likes to act and she hopes 
to make new friends. 
“I had lots of fun in the 
production, and I hope 
you will too!” 



is the word!
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